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2 Thessalonians 2:15

15 So then, brothers and sisters, stand firm and hold fast to the 
traditions that you were taught by us, either by word of 
mouth or by our letter.



Romans 12:1-2

1 I appeal to you therefore, brothers and sisters, by the 
mercies of God, to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, 
holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual
worship. 2 Do not be conformed to this world, but be 
transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may 
discern what is the will of God—what is good and acceptable 
and perfect



Thomas Merton 
(1915-1968)

Chapter 20, “Tradition and 
Revolution”



Thomas Merton  

Human traditions all trend 
toward stagnation and decay. . .
The presence of a strong element of 
human conservatism in the Church 
should not obscure the fact that 
Christian tradition, supernatural in its 
source, is something absolutely 
opposed to human traditionalism.



The living Tradition of Catholicism 
is like the breath of a physical body. It 
renews life by repelling stagnation. 

The whole truth of Christianity 
has been fully revealed: it has not yet 
been fully understood or fully lived. The 
life of the Church is the Truth of God 
Himself, breathed out into the Church 
by His Spirit, and there cannot be any 
other truth to supersede and replace it.



Living Tradition is Revolution

The only thing that can replace such intense life is a 
lesser life, a kind of death. The constant human tendency 
away from God and away from this living tradition can only be 
counteracted by a return to tradition, a renewal and a 
deepening of the one unchanging life that was infused into 
the Church at the beginning.

And yet this tradition must always be a revolution 
because by its very nature it denies the values and standards 
to which human passion is so powerfully attached. . .



Revolution by Itself Changes Nothing

A revolution is supposed to be a change that turns everything 
completely around. But the ideology of political revolution will 
never change anything except appearances. . .



So, we have three phases, two to avoid

• Human traditionalism that clings to the wrong aspects of 
reality
• “Revolution” that changes nothing but the group that is in 

power
• Living Tradition that flows to and from the Source of Life in 

a constant ebb and flow of renewal and decay, a revolution 
worth having



It is dynamic

To those who have no personal experience of this 
revolutionary aspect of Christian truth, but who see only the 
outer crust of dead, human conservativism that tends to form 
around the Church the way barnacles gather on the hull of a 
ship, all this talk of dynamism sounds foolish.

Each individual Christian and each new age of the 
Church has to make this rediscovery, this return to the source 
of Christian Life.



Next, Merton upholds dogma

• He contrasts a vague and shadowy sense of contemplation 
with the rich and stable fruit of contemplation that grows 
out of the security of the Living Tradition
• He thinks modern people are sympathetic to Catholic mystics 

but imagine that they were voices of dissent within their 
tradition; this is misleading . . .



Then, Merton describes true contemplation

(He says it begins with faith that God has spoken, is speaking, 
in and through the teachings of the Church)
Yet true contemplation is not arrived at by an effort of the 
mind. . .
But God gives true theologians a hunger born of humility, 
which cannot be satisfied with formulas and arguments, and 
which looks for something closer to God than analogy can 
bring you.



This serene hunger of the 
spirit . . .

penetrates the surface of words and 
goes beyond the human formulation 
of mysteries and seeks, in the 
humiliation of silence, intellectual 
solitude and interior poverty, the gift 
of a supernatural apprehension 
which words cannot truly signify.



Beyond the labour of argument it finds rest in faith and 
beneath the noise of discourse it apprehends the Truth, not in 
distinct and clear-cut definitions but in the limpid obscurity of 
a single intuition that unites all dogmas in one simple Light, 
shining into the soul directly from God's eternity, without the 
medium of created concept, without the intervention of 
symbols or of language or the lightness likenesses of material 
things.



Finally, he acknowledges that the 
necessary dogma is an outer husk 



Merton’s Hermitage

What is your sense 
of dogma? 
(Church? 
Scripture? Values?)
Where is your 
hermitage? 
(Location? 
Posture?)
To what must you 
return?


